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ABSTRACT
INTERACTIVE TELEVISION FOR HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Name: Brusaw, Scott David
University of Dayton, 1994
Advisor: Dr. Dana B. Rogers
Hospital grade television sets typically cost in the 
range of $400-500. Outfitting a hospital with new television 
sets is a costly endeavor that places a big strain on any 
hospital administrator's budget.
Over the years, hospitals have tried various methods of 
charging patients for TV usage to help offset this cost. 
Among others, these methods include:
- Using a keylock to disable the power button until the 
patient pays for the TV.
- Using a keyswitch to change tiers, which enables extra 
channels at an addition cost over the 'free' channels.
- Using an external programmer to enable multiple tiers 
at various charges to the patient.
Unfortunately, all of these methods require an attendant 
to physically enter the room and enable the set. This is both 
inconvenient and labor costly.
A system was needed that would allow a patient to self­
rent the TV, while keeping track of the charges accumulated.
iii
Any other form of revenue-saving features would only help to 
promote the system; for example, enabling patients to order 
meals, answer surveys, and order gift shop items through their 
television sets would eliminate the costs of printed menus, 
surveys, and brochures.
Many hospitals receive state funds for educating their 
patients about their particular health conditions or post 
operative care. This is typically done by placing a TV/VCR 
combination cart in a patient's room. This method is costly, 
both in equipment and personnel, and it does not allow for 
multiple patients with the same health conditions to view the 
educational film at the same time.
Since a television set is already located in the 
patient's room, the ideal situation would be to use this set 
in conjunction with a centralized VCR that could play across 
several television sets simultaneously.
The work described in this thesis was performed in 
response to these problems.
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GLOSSARY
Throughout the thesis, the reader will find italic, bold­
faced words or phrases. The definitions of these words and 
phrases are found here in the glossary.
Barker channel - A channel used specifically for displaying 
messages for patients.
Channel eliminator - A device used to eliminate the signal on 
a specific channel so that a new signal can be inserted in its 
place.
Channel map - The list of channels that a television may tune
to.
File server - A single PC containing the patient/television 
database shared by all Communicator computer terminals at a 
single hospital site.
Frequency agile modulator - a tunable modulator capable of 
being set for several different television stations.
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Head end equipment - Equipment, generally rack-mountable, 
normally found at the location in a hospital where the 
antennae system supplies an RF signal. Equipment can include 
modulators, channel eliminators, amplifiers, etc.
Hospital grade television - A television set, usually large 
screen (19-20 inch) , designed specifically for hospital usage. 
The set includes circuitry to interface with a patient's 
pillow speaker, giving the patient limited control over the TV 
from his/her bedside. A switch directs the audio to either 
the TV's speaker or the patient's pillow speaker.
Host programmer - A hand-held device supplied with hospital 
grade television sets used to make adjustments to the set not 
normally made by the patient. Such adjustments would include 
the channel map, contrast, brightness, etc.
Modulator - A device that converts composite video and audio 
sources to an NTSC signal for display on a television screen.
Neuron C - A scaled down version of the C programming language 
used to generate code for the Neuron microprocessor.
Pillow speaker - a hard-wired remote television controller 
that includes a speaker. The controls, at a minimum, include 
power ON/OFF, channel up, and volume control.
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Premium station - A television channel the hospital wishes to 
charge its patients for viewing. Also referred to as a 
reserved station.
Reserved station - A television channel the hospital wishes to 
charge its patients for viewing. Also referred to as a 
premium station.
Self-rent - The ability to rent a television set without the 
help of an attendent. It usually involves a special key
sequence.
Setback converter - An external television control box. 
Unlike the integrated (internally mounted Wonder Boards) 
televisions, the setback converter must include a tuner. The 
television is then tuned to channel 3 and the external tuner 
takes over control of the audio/video.
VGA-to-NTSC converter - A device that converts the VGA output 
of a computer to a composite video signal which can then be 
fed into a modulator for display on a television screen.
Voltage supervisor - A device used to cause a reset condition 
at a microprocessor when the supply voltage level has dropped 
to a certain level.
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INTRODUCTION
The Communicator is a hospital-wide network connecting 
multiple television sets with multiple computer control 
terminals and a file server. The television sets are those 
used by the patients and/or staff, and the computers are used 
by anyone requiring access to the network. The computers 
would typically be located at the offices of patient 
relations, the administrator, dietary, patient education, 
maintenance, and at the gift shop. The file server, which 
contains the patient/TV database, is used by all terminals.
The circuit board controlling the TV can be located in 
the television set (an integrated set) or behind the 
television set (a setback converter) and will be referred to 
as the Wonder Board throughout the thesis. The Wonder Board 
is controlled by a microprocessor henceforth referred to as 
the Neuron Chip. This microprocessor, the MC3150, was 
designed by the Echelon Corporation and manufactured by 
Motorola. The Neuron Chip contains three CPUs: two for lower- 
level communications and a third for the application program.
The Communicator system interfaces the many services of 
the hospital to the patient via the patient's television set. 
The Communicator services currently include accounting (for TV
1
2rentals) , patient education tracking, meal ordering, gift shop 
ordering, surveys, and a complaint channel. All of these 
features can be accessed voluntarily by the patient, and many 
of them can be forced upon the patient (such as an educational 
film).
All information such as TV rental charges, patient 
education viewed, food ordered, survey answers, etc., are kept 
in memory on the Wonder Board until accessed by one of the 
remote computer terminals. This information remains with the 
TV until it is cleared by a terminal.
A Beta site for the original Communicator (6803/68HC11 
based) system is located at Wishard Memorial Hospital in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. This hospital has approximately 500 
television sets online in communication with a single
computer
CHAPTER I
NEURON TERMINOLOGY
A Neural Network is any system in which two or more 
Neuron microprocessors are connected for communications. In 
the Communicator system, the communications are established 
via twisted pair or RF.
An SLTA (Serial LonTalk Adapter) is located at each 
Communicator computer terminal. This device connects to a 
standard serial port and converts RS-232 signals to/from the 
system's communications medium (RF or twisted pair's 
Differential Manchester coding).
Each Neuron microprocessor is referred to as a node. 
From this point on, every device in the Communicator system 
will be referred to as a node. These include television sets, 
computers (SLTAs), routers, clock modules, and the file
server.
A router is used to connect branches of nodes in a 
twisted-pair system. Each router can hold 127 nodes and the 
routers are linked together in a 'backbone' configuration for 
supporting the nodes.
In order to establish communications, nodes must be 
addressed. Nodes can be addressed individually, in groups, or
all at once.
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4The highest level of addressing is called the domain. 
Domains are generally used to connect different network 
applications on a shared communications medium to keep the 
applications completely separate. A node can belong to two 
domains.
The second level of addressing is called the subnet. In 
general, subnets are used as a grouping of nodes, which is 
useful for keeping all TVs in a certain wing on the same 
subnet for maintenance purposes. There can be up to 255 
subnets per domain (subnet 0 is reserved for broadcast call).
The third level is the actual node. There can be up to 
127 nodes per subnet (Node 0 is reserved for broadcast call). 
Therefore, up to 32,385 nodes (255 x 127) may be in a single 
domain. Since this number far exceeds the number of 
television sets located in any hospital, only domain 0 is used 
in the Communicator system.
Nodes can also be grouped. A single domain can contain 
up to 256 groups, and each group can span multiple subnets. 
Each node can be a member of up to 15 different groups, which 
are defined by the hospital. Examples include diabetics, 
children, senior citizens, Spanish-speaking patients, etc.
Neuron microprocessors are manufactured with a unique 48- 
bit internal Neuron ID code. This is the lowest level of 
addressing and is used only to assign the domain, subnet, and 
node numbers to each microprocessor.
5Nodes communicate by sending and receiving blocks of 
information called packets. Each packet contains, among other 
information, an origin and destination address, a command, any 
additional data needed to process the command, length of the 
data packet, and a checksum.
Two types of packets are used in the Communicator system: 
a command packet and a response packet. A breakdown and 
explanation of each are found in Appendix B.
In the Communicator system, command packets are sent by
means of one of three methods:
Request/Response, where a command is sent to a node, and 
a response packet is expected from the receiver. The incoming 
command is processed by the node on the receiving side before 
a response packet is generated. If the response is not 
received, the sender times out and retries the transmission. 
The number of retries and the time-out are both selectable. 
The Communicator uses four retries per command, and the time­
out is variable depending on the application. Worse case 
time-out occurs when requesting information from the file 
server that may require searching the entire database for 
information.
Unacknowledged repeated, where a command is sent to a 
node or a group of nodes multiple times, and no response is 
expected. This is used when sending information to entire
groups or everyone at once
6Unacknowledged, where a command is sent only once to a 
node or a group of nodes and no response is expected. This is 
used when large amounts of data are being transferred, such as 
new menus or survey screens.
Each node receives every packet sent over the network. 
The lower level CPUs determine whether or not the destination 
address in the packets correspond to that particular node. If 
not, the packet is ignored and the application program is not 
interrupted.
A Communicator terminal can send commands to four 
different types of nodes: TVs, routers, clock modules, and 
the file server. These are all located on different subnets, 
so command numbers can be duplicated:
Subnet Node TvDe of Node
255 1 File Server
254 1-127 SLTA (computer terminal)
253 1-127 Routers
252 1-3 Clock Modules
250 1-127 Printer Stations
1-224 1-127 Televisions
For instance, Command 1 to a TV node is a request
billing information, whereas the same command to the file 
server is a request for installing a new TV on the network 
(see chapter 4 for a complete listing).
This method was used so that the file server, which is
the busiest node in the network, can ignore any commands that
7are not addressed specifically to subnet 255. Since the node 
receives all broadcast calls (such as the 30-second interval 
clock module update), these commands are simply ignored 
(broadcast calls are always sent to subnet 0, node 0, even 
though all nodes process the information unless otherwise 
instructed).
CHAPTER II
THE HARDWARE
For an interactive system, the patient uses the 
television screen for input and a keypad for an output. The 
TV screen input is in the form of questions, options to select 
from, etc. These questions/options must be generated 
somewhere within the hospital for display on the patient 
television sets.
Originally, barker channels were used to inform a patient 
how to use the pillow speaker and to indicate that the 
patient's free preview time had expired. For example, a 
patient tunes to a reserved station (channel 15 for instance) . 
A warning message is displayed on the TV screen, informing the 
patient that he/she has tuned in to a reserved station. The 
Wonder Board's timer begins counting down from a pre-selected 
preview time (1-20 minutes). Once the preview time expires, 
the TV is automatically tuned to the barker channel containing 
the preview expired message (channel 50 for example). If the 
patient chooses to rent channel 15, he/she presses the rent 
button three times and the television retunes to channel 15. 
If, instead, the patient presses channel up, the TV tunes to 
the next higher channel, in this case, channel 16. The 
patient is at no time aware that he/she ever left channel 15.
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9Barker channels have obvious drawbacks: Each barker 
channel requires a screen generator (typically a dedicated 
computer), a VGA-to-NTSC converter, a channel modulator, and 
sometimes, a channel eliminator.
As features such as surveys, meal ordering, and multi­
lingual screens were added to the Communicator, barker 
channels were no longer acceptable. The survey feature alone 
would require 75 barker channels per language (with up to 15 
different languages). Apart from the fact that no hospital 
has this many unused channels, the equipment can easily exceed 
$1000.00 per barker channel. In addition, screens could not 
be easily changed.
THE CHARACTER GENERATOR
To overcome the barker channel obstacle, the Communicator 
system was designed to use only two barker channels: One, an 
instruction screen informing the patient on the use of the 
pillow speaker; and two, a blank screen with a blue 
background.
Since the Wonder Board has its own on-screen character 
generator (CG), all survey/complaint questions, messages, meal 
menus, etc. are displayed on the same channel by placing the 
CG characters on the barker channel's blue background. After 
the patient selects a choice from one screen, the Wonder Board 
displays the next question on the same screen rather than 
tuning to a different barker channel.
The heart of the character generator is the Fujitsu 
MB88303 character generator. It can display 9 lines by 20 
columns on the television screen. It mixes its composite 
output with that of the tuner and can therefore overlay 
messages on live video. For instance,. “TIME TO TAKE YOUR 
MEDICATION” can be displayed over a patient's soap opera.
The tuner's composite video signal is inserted at the 
jack labeled VIDEO (refer to schematic 2 of appendix A). R6 
and C6 form a low-pass filter to remove any unwanted noise 
from the video source. From there, the signal is coupled to
10
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the LM1881 sync separator, which splits the vertical and 
horizontal sync information. R7 and C7 set the LM1881 to the 
NTSC scan frequencies. The separated sync signals are fed to 
the MB88303, which uses them to synchronize it's internal 
timing circuits.
P2 and C4 form a resonant circuit for the MB88303's 
internal 6MHz clock generator. P2 alters the clock frequency, 
allowing adjustment to the horizontal size of the characters. 
Initially, a set-value resistor was used, but as the 
temperature of the MB88303 rose, the frequency drifted and the 
characters on the right side of the television screen slowly 
began drifting off the screen. Currently, the 
television/converter is allowed to remain powered up, with the 
cases installed for approximately one hour before final 
adjustments are made to the horizontal size of the characters.
Character signals generated at pin 5 (VOW) of the MB88303 
are used to switch a positive voltage onto the video signal to 
create white characters. Character contrast can be adjusted 
by Pl.
The background signal at pin 6 (VOB) is an active low and 
is inverted to drive the CD4066 bilateral switch (U10). 
Character display (white characters on a black background or 
black characters on a white background) can be switched by SI.
Upon reset of the circuit, the MB88303 must be 
initialized. The IC is capable of displaying four different
vertical and horizontal character sizes, but only the smallest
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sizes are used in the Communicator system to accommodate the 
maximum number of characters per screen. The initialization 
routine sets the character size and the beginning-screen 
location for the first character.
Information - which includes character, character 
location, and character attributes (blink, background 
enable/disable, display enable/disable) - is sent to the 
MB88303 as follows:
The LDI line (pin 12 of the MB88303 controlled by 1/0-9 
of the Neuron chip) starts off at a low logic level. The 
information to be displayed is retrieved from the EEPROM (U8), 
one character at a time. The screen location (0-179) to 
display the character is sent to address $E000, latching the 
information on the outputs of a 74HC573 octal D-type latch 
(U12). The LDI line is then raised from a low-to-high state 
to latch the address into the memory of the MB88303. The 
character to be displayed is then latched to the outputs of 
the 74HC573. The LDI line is then lowered from a high-to-low 
state to latch the character into the pre-loaded address of
the MB88303. The character is then displayed on the screen.
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The MB88303 can display the following set of 64 
characters (shown with the hexadecimal codes used to generate
the character):
00 = A 10 = N 20 = 0 30 = up arrow
01 = B 11 = 0 21 = 1 31 = down arrow
02 = C 12 = P 22 = 2 32 = left arrow
03 = D 13 = Q 23 = 3 33 = right arrow
04 = E 14 = R 24 = 4 34 = +
05 = F 15 = S 25 = 5 35 = -
06 = G 16 = T 26 = 6 36 = *
07 = H 17 = U 27 = 7 37 = /
08 = I 18 = V 28 = 8 38 = =
09 = J 19 = W 29 = 9 39 = &
0A = K 1A = X 2A = ? 3A = Kanjil
0B = L IB = Y 2B = I 3B = Kanj i2
OC = M 1C = Z 2C = z 3C = Kanji3
0D = Dot ID = •• 2D = 3D = t
0E = IE = block 2E = background 3E =
OF = blank IF = [ 2F = ] 3F = telephone
All screens are created/edited at one of the Communicator
computers. Once the user has completed the editing session, 
he/she is given the choice of saving the screen and/or 
transmitting it to the television sets.
Initially, when a patient placed a selection and asked 
for the next screen (in a multi-screen setup, such as meal 
ordering) , a message was sent to a stand-alone computer, which 
would send the next screen back to the patient's TV which 
would then immediately display it.
For anyone who has stayed in a hotel that offers the 
service of displaying the current charges on the TV screen, 
this method has obvious drawbacks: if a guest requests 
his/her current bill late at night (a 'non-busy' time), the 
results are displayed almost immediately. However, if the 
same guest tries this again at check-out time, the results can
14
take several moments.
During demos, this method worked fine since there were 
never more than three television sets on the system. But it 
became obvious that when 500 patients were trying to order 
lunch at approximately the same time, the system had serious 
flaws. To overcome these delays, all possible screens had to 
be stored in memory at the Wonder Board to avoid patient 
competition for access to the stand-alone computer. This 
drastically increased the amount of memory required at the
Wonder Board.
MEMORY PROBLEMS
The Neuron microprocessor has only 16 address lines, 
making it capable a accessing 64K-bytes of memory. Of this, 
16K is reserved for communications protocols within the chip 
itself. The Wonder Board's program is stored in a 256K 
(8x32K) EPROM. With all the features of the Communicator's 
system, this EPROM is virtually full.
A method had to be found to store all of the screens and 
other information in non-volatile memory (hospitals 
deliberately kill power on a daily basis to test their backup 
generators) . A clock was also needed so the Wonder Board 
would know when to display timed messages, force patient 
education viewing, record billing times, etc.
Originally, a DALLAS 1643 covered all of these 
requirements. This is the method used at the Beta site. 
Unfortunately, in addition to being very costly, the chip has 
very little in the way of write protection. During a power 
outage, some of the memory could be overwritten, corrupting 
the billing information or channel map. A voltage supervisor 
and additional reset circuitry was added to correct this 
problem, which made it even more expensive.
The cost was reduced by eliminating the need for an on­
board clock by moving the clock to a system-wide shared clock
15
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module. This method also ensured that all nodes had the same 
time. This way, if a film is to start at 2:00pm, all 
television sets that have been selected to view this film will 
tune in at exactly the same time, instead of coming on a few 
seconds apart from one another, as can be the case with 
individual clocks.
Three clock modules are used in the current system, with 
two being redundant backup systems. The main clock updates 
the entire system every 30 seconds, and the two redundant 
clocks compare the new time with their old times. If ever the 
two redundant clocks have a common time different from the 
main clock (in excess of 30 seconds), it must be assumed that 
the main clock module has become defective. At this time, the 
main clock module is taken off-line, one of the redundant 
clock modules becomes the main clock, and a signal is sent to 
the maintenance terminal indicating which clock module is 
defective.
Xicor EEPROMs provide an option of incorporating 
software-controlled data protection. This data protection 
mode is enabled by sending three write operations to three 
specific addresses to open a page write window which allows up 
to 256 bytes of data to be entered (on the 1 Meg part). Once 
the page load cycle has been completed, the chip automatically 
returns to the data protected mode.
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The sequence is as follows:
Write $AA to address $5555
Write $55 to address $2AAA
Write $A0 to address $5555
This data protection algorithm has been used on various 
projects with different sized EEPROMs for over a year now with 
no known data corruption occurring.
To cover all of the Communicator's current features, as 
well as any future needs, a 1-megabyte EEPROM was chosen. The 
problem now was how to access such a large chunk of memory 
with only 16 address lines.
The Neuron 3150's memory map is as follows:
0000-3FFF
4000-E7FF
E800-EFFF
F000-F1FF
F200-FBFF
FCOO-FFFF
16K Neuron Firmware and reserved space 
42K memory space available to user 
2K RAM
0.5K EEPROM
2.5K reserved
IK reserved space for memory-mapped I/O
A low signal occurs on A15 when accessing the address 
range 0000-7FFF (refer to schematic 1 of appendix A). This is 
the signal used to select the 27C256 EPROM (see enable pin 
20). The first 16K of this address range is reserved by the 
Neuron chip and placed in the EPROM (the Neuron C compiler 
adds the firmware code to the user code).
This leaves only 26K (8000-E7FF) of external addressing 
space left. With this, a 128K x 8 EEPROM (U8) must be 
accessed. The address range of E000-E7FF was selected for 
accessing all remaining external peripherals, including 
memory. This is accomplished through the use of a 74HC138 3- 
to-8 line decoder (U3) as follows: The enable line 61 (pin 6)
18
is activated through digital logic each time A15, A14, and A13 
are logic high and the Enable Clock (E) is logic low (the 
Neuron microprocessor requires that the Enable Clock be low 
when transferring data between the Neuron chip and external 
memory). This covers the address range EOOO-FFFF. However, 
the other two enable pins, G'2A (pin 4) and G'2B (pin 5), are 
controlled by A12 and All respectively. A12 and All must be 
logic low for the device to be enabled. Therefore, the device 
is enabled for the address range of E000-E7FF. A8, A9, and 
A10 are the select lines that activate a logic low on the 
output pins corresponding to the decoded addresses EOXX to
E7XX.
With only 24K external memory space (8000-DFFF) left, the 
128K x 8 EEPROM had to be broken down to an 8-page, 16K x 8 
memory bank.
The 74HC573 (U5) is an octal D-type latch. Using this 
device to latch a 3-bit code to the three highest-order 
address lines of the EEPROM, the following 8-page by 16K 
memory map was created:
A16 A15 A14 Memory segment Page
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
00000-03FFF
04000-07FFF
08000-0BFFF
OCOOO-OFFFF
10000-13FFF
14000-17FFF
18000-1BFFF
1C000-1FFFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Each of these banks are accessed with the address range 
of 8000-BFFF after the three highest order bits are set. This 
is possible because only A0-A13 are connected to the Neuron 
chip's address bus.
E1XX was arbitrarily chosen to select these higher order 
address lines for accessing the EEPROM. As an example of 
accessing this memory, lets say the patient has decided to 
order lunch. Assuming that the lunch menu begins at address 
$14000 in the EEPROM, the number 5 is written to address 
$E100. This latches the number 5 to the output of the 
74HC573, which in turn drives the three highest order bits of 
the EEPROM, A14-A16. Reading address $8000 from external 
memory now places the byte from the EEPROM's address $14000 on 
the bus. Each byte of the lunch menu is read sequentially, 
converted to a character, and displayed on the patient's 
screen in this order.
CONTROLS
Small screen television sets (under 20 pounds and 
typically smaller than 13” screens) are supported on 
mechanical arms anchored near the patient's head (wall, 
ceiling, or floor mount). With this arrangement, the patient 
uses the keypad on the front of the set to control the 
television and it's interactive features. The keypad is 
modified (by cutting traces and/or adding jumper wires) and 
plugged directly into the Wonder Board's I/O lines for 
interpretation. A silk-screen is placed on the front of the 
set, indicating the modified key functions.
Large screen television sets (typically 13” screens and 
larger) are usually positioned on the wall opposite the 
patient's head. These sets require a remote controller for 
the patient to use. UL (UL 1410) insists that whatever is 
used be isolated from the television voltages. Infrared 
remote controls have been tried in several hospitals, but with 
limited success.
The television sets are typically located as close to the 
ceiling as possible to keep them out of the way of hospital 
staff. This placed the IR receiver modules extremely close to 
the florescent lights, which often interfered with the IR 
signals.
20
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Semi-private rooms generally contain one TV per patient. 
In most cases, the sets are side-by-side so they can share a 
common electrical outlet and cable jacks. Therefore, if one 
patient changes channels with an IR remote, both TVs respond. 
Different sets of codes had to be created (and at least one TV 
modified to receive the new codes), thereby significantly 
increasing the costs. In addition, the remote controls often 
disappeared when the patients were discharged.
Most hospitals use pillow speaker controllers. In the 
most basic system, the pillow speaker has one button and a 
built in speaker with a volume control potentiometer. A 
hospital grade television set has a slide switch on the back 
of the set to switch between the TV's speaker and an external 
(pillow) speaker. This is a 3-wire system that goes from the 
back of the TV, though the ceiling, to the patient's headwall, 
where the pillow speaker plugs in. The one button turns the 
TV on with the first button closure, channels up with each 
additional closure, and turns the TV off again after the 
highest programmed channel has been exceeded.
With interactive television, one button was not 
sufficient. Four buttons are used in the Communicator system.
ON/OFF - this button controls the TV power. The patient 
no longer has to channel all the way through the channel map
to turn the TV off.
RENT/CLEAR - If the patient has tuned to a reserved
channel, pressing this button three times within five seconds
22
will rent the station. If a message is displayed on the 
screen, pressing this button once will remove it. If the 
patient is in a service mode (survey, meal order, etc.), this 
button makes a selection on the screen.
ARROW UP - In standard viewing mode (as opposed to 
survey, meal order, etc.) this button tunes the TV to the next 
higher channel in the TV's channel map. If the patient is 
already on the highest allowable channel, the TV tunes to the 
lowest available channel. If the patient is in a service 
mode, this button moves the arrow cursor up one line on the
screen.
ARROW DOWN - In standard viewing mode, this button tunes 
the TV to the next lower channel in the TV's channel map. If 
the patient is already on the lowest allowable channel, the TV 
tunes to the highest available channel. If the patient is in 
a service mode, this button moves the arrow cursor down one 
line on the screen.
At the beta site, a 6-wire cable (four button wires, one 
common wire, and the audio wire) replaced the standard 3-wire 
pillow speaker interface. Unfortunately, few hospitals are 
willing to cover the cost of new wiring, so a new method of 
interpreting four different key closures with a 3-wire 
interface was needed.
To overcome this limitation, resistors were placed in 
series with three of the buttons in between the single button 
wire (pin 3) and the common wire (pin 4) inside the pillow
23
speaker (refer to schematic 6 of appendix A). The fourth 
button (ON/OFF) shorts pin 3 to pin 4. 5 volts is applied to 
pin 3 via a 4.7K pullup resistor at the TV. The pillow 
speaker resistor values were chosen to provide four distinctly 
different voltage levels (0, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 volts) 
corresponding to the closure of the four different buttons.
Initially, an analog-to-digital converter (an ADC804) was 
used at the Wonder Board to interpret button closures. A 
table was kept in the EPROM to determine which of the buttons 
had been pressed. This table allowed for +/- 0.3V variations 
in the voltage levels due to uncontrollable conditions such as 
excessively long cable lengths, improper cable installation, 
aging equipment, etc. Although this method worked fine, it 
added too much cost to the circuit and did not provide the UL 
required (UL 1410 - 3500V) isolation between the TV and the 
pillow speaker. An alternate method was achieved by using a 
window comparator technique at the Wonder Board.
A pair of LM339 Quad Comparator ICs (U16 & U17) were 
linked together with a series of resistors to create four 
window comparators to detect the four possible button closures 
at the pillow speaker (refer to schematic 5 of appendix A). 
For discussion, refer to the window created by U16:A and U16B. 
Summing the resistor values between VDD (5V) and ground, a 
total of 25K-ohms leaves a standby current of 5/25000 = 200 
uA. The voltage drop across the 6K resistor (R31) is 
therefore 6000 * 0.0002 = 1.2 volts. The voltage drop across
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the 6K and the 3K (R35) resistors is 9000 * 0.0002 = 1.8 
volts. These points are tied in to U16's pins 4 and 1, 
allowing this window to detect any voltage within the range of 
3.2V and 3.8V (which corresponds to the closure of the ARROW 
UP button on the pillow speaker: 3.5 +/- 0.3 volts).
This circuit is implemented by logically combining the 
outputs of two single-ended comparators through a NOR gate 
(U18:A). U16:B indicates an input greater than the lower 
limit (3.2V) and U16:A indicates an input less than the upper 
limit (3.8V).
When the input voltage falls between 3.2V and 3.8V, the 
outputs of both comparators fall to zero. NORing these 
outputs gives a logic HIGH level. This HIGH signal drives one 
of the opto-couplers in U19, informing the Neuron 
microprocessor that the ARROW UP button has been pressed. The 
lOuF capacitor (C39) is used to 'debounce' the input into the 
opto-coupler. For instance, when the ON/OFF button is 
pressed, a dead short (0 volts) occurs on the input line of 
the comparators. This does not occur instantaneously, but 
falls from 5 volts to 0 volts, passing through the range of 
each of the 4 windows. The lOuF capacitors are used to keep 
the outputs of the unwanted NOR gates from energizing their 
corresponding optocouplers.
This method also provides the isolation that UL requires. 
The optocoupler provides 5000V of isolation between the 
digital (microprocessor circuitry) and analog (window
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comparator/pillow speaker) circuits. The AUDIO and POWER (see 
schematic 5 and 6 of appendix A) provide 3500V of isolation 
between the TV/digital circuitry and the analog circuitry.
IR CODES
Most modern television sets contain a serial EEPROM that 
retains the channel map information, video setup (including 
contrast, brightness, etc.), volume level, last channel 
watched, etc., when the TV is powered off. The channel map 
information is usually generated by running an AUTO PROGRAM 
feature. This feature tunes to every channel the TV is 
capable of receiving and checks the video levels. If an 
acceptable video level is detected (something is being 
broadcast on that channel), the channel is added to the 
channel map.
Since all of the television sets in a hospital are 
connected to the same headend, they would receive the same set 
of channels if the above procedure were used. However, it is 
not desirable for all television sets to receive the same 
channels (for instance the patient education film, "How to 
Detect Breast Cancer" should not be available to the 
children's wing).
Originally, the only two ways to prevent this film from 
being seen in the children's wing was to either re-program 
each of the TVs in that wing, or place a channel eliminator in 
line with the cable feeding that wing. One method is time- 
consuming, the other expensive. Both were unacceptable, so a
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method had to be devised to change the channel maps of each TV 
from a computer terminal.
The fact that a channel is not stored in the TV's EEPROM 
does not mean that particular channel is not accessible. For 
instance, if a user's local cable company does not broadcast 
over channel 50, then the AUTO PROGRAM feature of the user's 
set will not add this channel to EEPROM. The TV will skip 
over this channel during the channel up/down sequence. 
However, if the user uses a numeric keypad (such as a remote 
control) and presses '5' and 'O', the TV will tune to channel 
50. The user will most likely just see 'snow', but the 
channel has been accessed by bypassing the EEPROM's channel 
map.
Since a patient only has access to channel up/down 
controls, this method was ideal. By feeding IR codes directly 
into the TV's motherboard, any channel can be accessed. This 
means that the channel map can now be located in the Wonder 
Board's EEPROM, removing the need to program the TV and 
allowing the channel map to be updated from the computer.
Most hospital grade television sets require that a host 
programmer be used to adjust contrast, brightness, etc. This 
programmer generally comes in the form of an IR wireless or 
hard-wired remote controller. Both versions need access to 
the IR jack on the TV's motherboard, so simply unplugging the 
connector to prevent patients from using their personnel IR 
remote controllers was unacceptable. This would obviously
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keep the maintenance people from adjusting the set from time 
to time. Instead, an additional switch was placed behind the 
set to alter control over the TV's IR input between the Wonder 
Board and the IR receiver (see schematic 1 of appendix A).
Every TV manufacturer uses its own unique set of IR codes 
for controlling the TV's tuner. Unfortunately, this meant 
'capturing' the codes for every brand of television used by 
the Communicator system. To date, these codes include Zenith, 
RCA, Sony, Bora (Italian TV), and Panasonic.
To capture the codes, an IR receiver module was removed 
from the TV and connected to a 5-volt power supply and a 
digital storage scope. The most elaborate (greatest number of 
functions) remote control units were gathered from each of the 
manufacturers. Each code was obtained by aiming the remote at 
the receiver, pressing each key one at a time, and capturing 
the corresponding code to disk.
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2 V/div 1 ms/div
The next step was to duplicate these codes with a 
microprocessor. The scope screen displayed above is the 
beginning of the serial stream for the Zenith #7 IR code. 
There appears to be only four different time delays in the 
basic code: a 'low' signal, a short 'high' signal, and two 
different long 'high' signals. In addition, a pattern emerges: 
All 'low' signals occur in singles or pairs. To reduce 
software code in duplicating this signal, the following 
patterns were grouped: A software H(igh) will be made of a 
'low' signal, a short 'high signal', a 'low' signal, and the
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shorter of the two long 'high' signals. A software L(ow) will 
be constructed by a 'low' signal followed by the longest 
'high' signal.
Originally, when all of these codes were captured, the
Wonder Board was controlled by an MC6803 microprocessor. This
was the processor used to duplicate each of the codes. The
software codes were later converted to Neuron C for use with
the Neuron microprocessor. The following is a listing of the
original assembly code used to duplicate the Zenith IR codes:
NOTE: IR_HI = $20 = 00100000 
IR_LO = $DF = 11011111
These values are used to toggle bit 6 of PORT 1 (IR
output)
DR1 is the data register for PORT1
DR1LAST is a memory location for storing PORT l's
current configuration. This method was used to prevent the 
output of a simulated IR code from altering the rest of the 
system's setup.
Execution time is calculated by:
Cycles/(Crystal Speed)
Hex Cycles
8620 2 L: LDAA #IR LO
9A84 3 ANDA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1 13t cycles
; approximate point of signal going low.
4F 2 CLRA 2 cycles
4C 2 LOOP1: INCA
813F 2 CMPA #$3F / decimal 63
26FB 4 BNE LOOP1 8 cycles
86DF 2 LDAA #IR HI
9484 3 ORAA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1 13 cycles
; approximate point of signal going high.
; Duration of low signal:•/ (2 + 63*8 + 13)/2.4576MHz = 0.21 ms
4F 2 CLRA
5F 2 CLRB 4 cycles
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4C
810F
26FB
2
2
4
LOOP2: INCA
CMPA
BNE
#$0F
LOOP 2
; decimal 15
8 cycles
4F 2 CLRA
5C 2 INCB
C11A 2 CMPB #$1A •z decimal 26
26F5 4 BNE LOOP2 10 cycles
39 5 RTS 5 cycles
; Duration of high signal:
; (4 + 26*10*15*8 + 5)/2.4576MHz = 12.7 ms
8620 2 H: LDAA #IR LO
9A84 3 ANDA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1
; approximate point of signal going low.
4F 2 CLRA 2 cycles
4C
813F
26FB
2
2
4
LOOP3: INCA
CMPA
BNE
#$3F
LOOP3 8
decimal 63 
cycles
86DF 2 LDAA #IR HI
9484 3 ORAA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1 13 cycles
; approximate point of signal going high.
; Duration of low signal:
(2 + 63*8 + 13)/2 .4576MHZ = 0 .21 ms
4F 2 CLRA
4C 2 LOOP4: INCA
810F 2 CMPA #$0F •z decimal 15
26FB 4 BNE LOOP4 8 cycles
8620 2 LDAA #IR LO
9A84 3 ANDA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1 13 cycles
; approximate point of signal going low.
; Duration of high signal:
(2 + 15*8 + 13)/2. 4576MHz = 0. 055 ms
4F 2 CLRA
4C 2 LOOP5: INCA
813F 2 CMPA #$3F •/ decimal 63
26FB 4 BNE LOOP5 8 cycles
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86DF 2 LDAA #IR HI
9484 3 ORAA DR1LAST
9784 4 STAA DR1LAST
9702 4 STAA DR1 13 cycles
; approximate point of signal going high.
; Duration of low signal:•/ (2 + 63*8 + 13)/2 .4576MHZ = 0.21 ms
4F 2 CLRA
5F 2 CLRB 7 4 cycles
4C 2 LOOP6: INCA
810F 2 CMPA #$0F •/ decimal 15
26FB 4 BNE LOOP 6 8 cycles
4F 2 CLRA
5C 2 INCB
C114 2 CMPB #$14 •t decimal 20
26F5 4 BNE LOOP6 10 cycles
39 5 RTS 5 cycles
; Duration of high signal:
; (4 + 20*10*15*8 + 5)/2.4576MHz = 9.77 ms
Obviously, the numbers used to control the duration of 
the above timing loops were not chosen correctly on the first 
attempt at duplicating a code. The captured code was 
displayed on the storage scope, calculations were made for 
'ballpark' figures in the coded timing loops, and the 
resulting simulated code was displayed beneath the captured IR 
code on the scope. The final numbers were obtained by trial 
and error until the simulated code matched the captured code. 
Once the codes were identical, the simulated code was fed into
the TV's motherboard and tested for functionality.
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The following is a list of the Communicator software
used for Zenith televisions:
Function Software code
POWER 10110101001
CHANNEL DOWN 10101010110
CHANNEL UP 10110010110
MUTE 10110011010
ENTER 11010100101
1 11001010110
2 11001011001
3 11001011010
4 11001100101
5 11001100110
6 11001101001
7 11001101010
8 11010010101
9 11010010110
0 11001010101
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2 V/div 10 ms/div
The code for the number 7 can be seen above in the 10
ms/div screen above.
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2 V/div 50 ms/div
The 50 ms/div screen above shows the remote's number 7 
being held down. The code repeats until the button is 
released. The time delay between patterns is too short to 
allow multiple digits (number 7) to be entered at the tuner. 
This is what prevents channel 22 from appearing every time the 
number 2 is pressed.
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Again, through trial and error, it was discovered that 
leaving a 168 ms delay between codes was sufficient. This 
delay was obtained through the following code:
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5F
7F0083
4
4
2
6
DELAY: PSHA
PSHB
CLRB
CLR TEMP 16 cycles
5C 2 DELI: INCB
C1FF 2 CMPB #$FF decimal 255
2702 4 BEQ DEL2
20F9 4 BRA DELI 12 cycles
7C0083 6 DEL2: INC TEMP
9683 3 LDAA TEMP
8109 2 CMPA #$09 •/ decimal 9
26F0 4 BNE DELI 15 cycles
33 4 PULB
32 4 PULA
39 5 RTS 13 cycles
; Duration of delay:
; (16 + 9*15*255*12 + 13)/2.4576MHz = 168 ms
Put together, the code required to tune to channel 15
would be as follows:
JSR ONE ; IR code for number 1
JSR DELAY ; Wait 168 ms
JSR FIVE ; IR code for number 5
JSR DELAY ; Wait 168 ms
JSR ENTER ; IR code informs tuner to process
Remaining sub-routines are listed here for convenience
ONE: CLR TCSR ; Disable timer interrupts
; A timer interrupt will corrupt the IR data stream
JSR H
JSR H
JSR L
JSR L
JSR H
JSR L
JSR H
JSR L
JSR H
JSR H
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JSR L 
LDAA TIMER 
STAA TCSR 
RTS
FIVE: CLR TCSR
JSR H 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR L 
JSR H 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR L 
JSR H 
JSR H 
JSR L 
LDAA TIMER 
STAA TCSR 
RTS
ENTER: CLR TCSR 
JSR H 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR L 
JSR H 
JSR L 
JSR H 
LDAA TIMER 
STAA TCSR 
RTS
; Re-enable timer interrupts
; Disable timer interrupts
; Re-enable timer interrupts
; Disable timer interrupts
; Re-enable timer interrupts
THE FILE SERVER
At the Beta site, one computer was used to control all 
functions of the Communicator. A data base is used in this 
computer to keep track of the room where each TV is located. 
This information has to be available to retrieve the proper 
billing information, patient education information, etc.
This computer is physically located in the Patient Education 
office, with all of the head end equipment.
It became immediately apparent that many different 
computers would be needed in a full-featured system. 
Different programs are designed around different hospital 
departments, including maintenance, food-service, patient 
education, patient relations, accounting, and house keeping. 
Since the personnel in food-service would not be determining 
the viewing charges for premium channels, the software had 
to be broken down and tailored around the different 
departments. The features that each department receives is 
currently determined by the hospital's administrator.
The problem with a multiple computer system was that 
each computer would have to have access to the same 
database. In addition, many hospitals insist that this 
database be connected to their ADT (Admit/Discharge 
Terminal) to keep track of patient transfers. This is also
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important to the Communicator system since a patient can 
theoretically incur TV charges in ICU (Intensive Care Unit) 
and then be transferred to a recovery room. The TV's 
information (billing, food, etc.) would have to follow the 
patient to his/her new TV.
To overcome these problems, a file server was created 
as a stand-alone PC located near the ADT. Add-on cards can 
be purchased to receive all out-going messages from the 
different model ADTs. These messages tell the file server, 
which now has the database, when patients have been 
admitted, discharged, or transferred. In addition, all 
patient information (name, address, etc.) is readily 
available to the file server, eliminating the need for 
manual entry at a Communicator terminal.
This database only consists of the television sets 
involved in the Communicator system. Installation of a 
Communicator TV and subsequent addition to the file server 
database would typically work as follows: Once a TV is 
installed, the installation technician presses the Service 
Pin Request button (see schematic 1 of appendix A), and the 
board's Neuron ID is broadcast over the entire Neuron 
network. The maintenance department's Communicator terminal 
receives this ID number. Through some mode of communication 
(telephone, Walkie-Talkie, etc.), the technician relays the 
room number that the TV has been assigned to. The 
maintenance man then enters the room number, assigns a
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subnet and node to this location, and updates both the TV 
and the file server with the information.
The next time the ADT admits a patient to this room, 
all patient information is added to the record assigned to 
that particular room number. There are currently 20 
different fields of information per patient. Among these 
are the patient's first and last names, patient ID number, 
and room number.
Only the maintenance personnel are concerned with the 
TV's subnet and node numbers. Any other user generally 
wishes to call up information by patient name, patient ID, 
or room number. For instance, if the kitchen needs to know 
what Hr. Scarpino ordered for breakfast, they can request 
the information by last name. If there are multiple 
Scarpinos in the database, each of them is returned to the 
user's screen along with first names, room numbers and 
patient IDs. The user would then select from the list.
Unfortunately, the TV doesn't know what patient has 
been assigned to it and can only be addressed by subnet and 
node. Once the file server has determined which patient's 
information has been requested, the subnet and node of this 
patient is retrieved from the database and sent back to the 
user's terminal (the user is completely unaware of this 
communication between computers). The terminal now sends 
the proper request code directly to the patient's TV by 
subnet and node. In this example, the TV will now send back
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Mr. Scarpino's breakfast information to the terminal which 
made the request.
CHAPTER III
THE SOFTWARE
Computer terminals can be located anywhere on the 
network. The system is set up so that each terminal uses 
the patient/TV database located at the file server.
This section describes the ability to control the 
system from any of these terminals. Some of the control 
features are specific to certain departments within the 
hospital. When this is the case, the department is listed, 
in parenthesis, beside the command.
Set System Clock/Calendar
When a patient rents a premium station or views a patient 
education film, the time spent on these channels is recorded 
in memory. Upon rental of a station, the month, day, charge 
level (1-3), channel number, hour, and minute are recorded 
at the TV. Once the patient terminates the rental (by 
changing channels or turning the TV off), the total viewing 
time (in minutes) is calculated and stored in memory (two 
bytes) along with the rest of the information.
In addition, many of the features to be described in 
this section are timed events. For instance, "TIME TO TAKE 
YOUR MEDICATION" can be displayed on a patient's TV screen
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every four hours, starting at 2:00 pm. Since the TV itself 
does not possess a clock or calendar, it must have a way of 
knowing when to display this message.
The time and date are kept track of at the clock 
module. This module updates the entire system every 30 
seconds with the current date and time. With this method, 
every node on the system is synchronized with the same date 
and time. Therefore, if the patient education office 
schedules all heart patients to watch "Joe's Heart" at a 
specific time, all television sets designated to receive 
this program will turn on and/or tune in to this channel at 
the same time. This prevents the possibility of the sets 
coming on a few seconds apart and allowing the patients to 
miss the beginning or to catch 'dead space' on the tape.
The time and date of the clock modules are set at one 
of the computer terminals. When the user selects this 
feature, the current time and date are displayed. This is 
the time and date of the computer's system clock. This 
information can be updated and/or sent out to the clock 
modules. Upon receipt of this information, the clock module 
immediately updates the entire system and then returns to 
it's 30 second intervals.
Assign Barker/Welcome Channel(s) (Maintenance)
A frequency agile modulator is provided to the hospital 
during installation of the system. This modulator is set to
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an unused channel in the hospital's antennae/cable system.
A solid colored background (blue seems to be the most 
pleasant) is fed into the modulator's composite video input 
jack. An FM tuner is connected to the audio input.
The channel the modulator is tuned to becomes the
barker channel. This is the channel the TV will tune to 
every time it is turned on. It is also the channel on which 
patients order their meals, take surveys, register
complaints, and receive priority messages. Although any of 
these screens can be displayed over 'live' video, it is 
often difficult to read a message which is displayed over a 
background, such as sports scores. Hence, the reason for 
the solid background color.
This feature informs the television sets which channel 
to tune to for the barker channel. When the housekeeping 
feature is used (see Enable/Disable Housekeeping), the 
Welcome channel must also be assigned. The barker and
welcome channels are selected from a screen of channels 0-
99.
Create/Edit Channel Map
A channel map is a list of all channels that a TV is allowed 
to receive. Selecting this feature gives the user a list of 
20 different channel maps. Selecting any of the 20 stored 
maps displays a list of all channels (0-99) highlighted in
their corresponding assigned colors (see below) in a 10x10
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matrix. A light blue 'cursor' highlights the current 
channel, starting at 0. The cursor is moved to the desired 
channel by the arrow keys in any of the four possible 
directions. Depressing any one of five function keys 
selects the channel to be added to the current channel map. 
Any unselected channels remain blue. Pressing the delete 
key 'deselects' a channel. These channels are broken down 
in the following categories:
FI (yellow) - Free channels
F2 (light red) - Pay level 1 premium channels
F3 (magenta) - Pay level 2 premium channels
F4 (red) - Pay level 3 premium channels
F5 (green) - Patient education channels
Once the editing has been done, the user can send this 
channel map to any desired television sets. The sets that 
receive this information will allow the patient access only 
to the channels received.
This feature allows the hospital to limit viewing to 
certain patients and to assign different viewing charges for 
different patients. For instance, by assigning different 
channel maps to different TVs, senior citizens can receive 
HBO for free while other patients have to rent it. Abusive 
patients can be assigned a channel map which only includes 
the barker and welcome channels. The children's wing can be 
barred from receiving channels which may include adult 
programming.
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Set Preview Time
Patient are given a free preview time on each premium 
channel. The hospital determines the amount of preview time 
(1-20 minutes) with this feature.
Individual patients or groups of patients can be given 
different preview time lengths. For instance, most of the 
patients can be assigned four minutes of free viewing, while 
senior citizens can be allowed eight minutes.
The Full-line Editor Features
The following features, each starting with the word 'Edit', 
are used to create/edit the screens seen by the patients on 
their televisions. Since the character generator at the TV 
is capable of displaying 9 lines by 20 columns, the screen 
editor is set up in the same format. This screen, along 
with all other screens, can be created/edited in 15 
different languages. Therefore, each time a screen editing 
feature is selected, the user must also select a language. 
Fifteen different files are kept in fifteen different 
directories corresponding to the language selected. For a 
complete list of characters available, see the character 
generator section in the hardware chapter.
Edit Patient Instructions Screen
A set of instructions for use of the pillow speaker and 
television is displayed each time the TV is turned on.
These instructions must include the procedure for accessing 
patient services (press the RENT button).
Edit Patient Services Screen
Patient services currently include ordering meals, taking 
surveys, registering complaints, and ordering gift shop 
items. These features are all sold as add-ons to the 
system, so this screen must be created/edited to include 
only the services available.
Edit Premium Station Warning Message
When a patient tunes to a premium channel, this message is 
displayed until the preview time expires. The message is 
used to warn the patient that he/she will be charged once 
the rental has been placed. It should also inform the 
patient on the rental procedure (press RENT three times) and 
can even display the price for viewing.
Edit Preview Expired Message
Once the patient's free preview time has expired on any 
premium station, the TV is tuned to the barker channel and 
this message is displayed. It should inform the patient on 
the rental procedure.
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Edit No Longer Rentable Message
If the accounting department should fail to clear a
television set's billing information for any reason, the 
TV's memory will eventually fill up will rentals. If this 
should occur, the patient will no longer be able to rent a 
premium station and this message will appear on his/her
screen.
Currently, there is enough room in memory for a patient 
to rent the TV 180 times. At the beta site, television sets 
were never cleared, and it took over six months for anyone 
to complain about not being able to rent.
Edit Patient Education Message (patient education)
When a patient tunes to a patient education channel, this 
message is displayed. The purpose of the message is to make 
the patient press the rent button so that his/her time on 
this channel is recorded. Many hospitals receive state 
funds for educating their patients and therefore need a way 
to provide proof that this education has been delivered.
There is no charge for viewing patient education 
channels, and this should be included in the message along 
with instructions for viewing the program (press RENT three 
times).
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Edit Slave and Hold Message (patient education)
This message appears on the television screen when the 
slave-and-hold feature has been activated. When this 
feature has been activated, the patient can no longer change 
channels or turn the TV off. The purpose of the message is 
to let the patient know what is taking place.
Theoretically, this keeps the patient from bothering the 
nursing staff with complains about a 'broken' TV. The 
message reappears each time the patient presses a button.
In addition to the message, the release time is given 
in the lower right part of the screen (five characters - 
HR:MN). This is automatically inserted by the
microprocessor. The full-line editor does not allow editing 
of these five character positions.
Edit Slave and Release Message (patient education)
When the set is in the Slave and Release mode, the patient 
has an option of leaving the patient education broadcast. 
This message is similar to the slave and hold message, but 
it should include instructions for leaving the channel 
(press RENT when the message disappears).
The release time is also displayed in the same manner.
Edit House Keeping Message (house keeping)
This is the message used to inform the house keeping 
personnel to press the rent button three times to indicate
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that the room is ready for a new patient (see Enable/Disable 
Housekeeping).
Send Message(s) to Patient(s)
Messages can be sent to a patient's TV screen at any time. 
Each Communicator terminal can store up to 20 'canned' 
messages such as 'TIME TO TAKE YOUR MEDICATION', 'PREPARE 
FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY IN 15 MINUTES', etc. In addition, any 
number of messages can be created/edited on-the-fly (not 
saved) and sent to the television sets.
Messages can be displayed immediately or sent with a 
display time. Messages sent with a display time are stored 
at the TV until the appropriate time and then displayed.
Messages can also be sent with priority. A priority 
message will turn the TV on (if it is off), tune to the 
barker channel, and display the message at the appropriate 
time. Non-priority messages are not displayed if the TV is 
off.
In addition, a message can be displayed repeatedly.
When the user is prepared to transmit the message to the 
patient, he/she is prompted for the following information:
Display message now or later?
If later, at what time?
Should the message be repeated?
If repeated, at what intervals and how many times?
This feature can be used in many different ways: 'TIME
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TO TAKE YOUR MEDICATION7 can be displayed every four hours 
for two days beginning at 2:00pm. A visitor can send 'HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY, GRANDPA7 from the gift shop for a minimal fee.
Interactive Screens
The survey, complaint, meal and gift shop ordering features, 
described next, require additional editing features for the 
user who creates or edits the screens.
These screens, including questions and possible 
responses, are limited to eight lines. The ninth line 
allows the user to select NEXT, PREV, or EXIT. The ninth 
line cannot be edited.
In the editor, the 7@7 character designates a question 
line. This character does not appear on the TV screen, but 
tells the microprocessor to not allow the cursor to move to 
that line. For example, if the question requires three 
lines, the 7@7 character is placed in the first position of 
these three lines. This allows the user to create five 
possible responses to the question on lines 4 through 8. If 
the responses are only Yes or No, then the 7@7 character 
should be placed at the beginning of lines 6, 7, and 8.
When the patient sees this survey screen, his/her cursor 
will move only between lines 4, 5, and 9.
All downloads are printed in English. Therefore, 
questions and responses formed in a language other than 
English must match an English counterpart. If the above
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example were to be translated to Spanish, the question would 
be limited to three lines, and the responses to two. 'Si' 
would replace 'Yes', but would be printed out as 'Yes'.
In addition, the responses are limited to 18 
characters. The other two character positions are used for 
the cursor (right arrow) and the selection character 
(asterisk) and are located on the left side of the screen.
In the case of meal and gift shop ordering, multiple 
choices are allowed. After editing the screen, the user 
must indicate how many selections are allowed for the 
screen. The number of choices available to the patient 
should be included when editing these screens.
Edit Survey Selection Screen
When a patient selects the survey option from the patient 
services screen, he/she is given up to five different 
surveys to choose from. Hospital surveys generally include 
such topics as The Admissions Process, Staff Congeniality, 
Room Conditions, etc.
Edit Complaint Selection Screen (patient relations)
Same as Edit Survey Selection Screen
Edit Meal Selection Screen: (food services)
When a patient selects the meal ordering option from the 
patient services screen, he/she is given the option of
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ordering up to six meals and/or a snack. These meals 
include both today's and tomorrow's breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner.
Assign Language to TV:
In the early stages of developing the Communicator, concerns 
were expressed about displaying only English messages. One 
administrator in Manhattan pointed out that "In this 
hospital, English is one of the least spoken languages." To 
account for this problem, the system was modified to a 
multi-lingual system.
One of fifteen different languages can be assigned to a 
television set. Each screen in the Communicator system can 
be created/edited in any of these languages. When 
transmitted, only the TVs assigned to that particular 
language will display/store the message.
The only exception is a broadcast call (sent to all 
sets) in English. All sets will display this message, 
regardless of the language assigned.
Languages include: English, Spanish, French, Italian, 
German, Russian, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Portuguese,
Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Option 1, and Option 2. The two 
options are for any languages not listed.
Since the character generator at the TV is limited 
mostly to Arabic characters, these characters must be used 
in creating each message. Therefore, messages must be
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spelled out, as opposed to using Kanji or some other non- 
Arabic form of writing.
Force Patient to Take Survey
When this feature is used, the patient's TV turns on (if 
off) and/or tunes to the barker channel. The first question 
of the survey is displayed.
This feature is typically used when the patient is 
about to be discharged. The patient has the option of 
leaving the survey at any time (upsetting the patient is the 
last thing the hospital wants to do while he/she is 
evaluating their performance).
Retrieve Survey Responses
Patient responses to all survey questions are stored at the 
TV. They can be downloaded at any time, typically at 
discharge. Printouts include patient name, room number, 
survey name, and retrieval time. Format is customized to 
individual hospitals.
Clear Survey Responses
This feature clears the responses to a survey stored in the 
patient's TV. It should be used only after downloading the 
patient's responses.
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Force Patient to Order/Reorder Meal (food services)
If the kitchen goes online at 11:00 to prepare lunch and 
some patients have not yet ordered this meal, the kitchen 
can use this feature to force the patients into the meal
menu.
Retrieve Food Orders (food services)
In a typical hospital environment, menus are presented to 
the patient upon the delivery of the previous meal (the 
lunch menu arrives with breakfast). When the meal trays are 
removed, the menus are collected, and the orders must be 
entered into a computer. The computer then tallies how much 
of each type of food must be prepared for the next meal.
This method is costly in terms of printing the menus 
and performing the data entry. Since, with the 
Communicator, all menus are stored in the TV, and all orders 
can be downloaded directly into the kitchen's database, 
these two costly steps are removed.
Clear Menu Selections (food services)
After downloading a patient's meal order, the selections can 
be removed with this feature so that the patient can order 
his/her selections for the next day.
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Enable/Disable Housekeeping option
Housekeeping is the hospital department generally
responsible for cleaning the patient rooms. After a patient 
is discharged, the room must be prepared for a new patient. 
The admitting department must know when each room becomes 
available. Typically, housekeeping personnel inform their 
supervisors as to which rooms are now available only after 
having completed a wing, floor, etc.
Administrators complain that some of these house 
keeping personnel will enter an empty room, close the door, 
and watch TV. The personnel are unaccounted for and the 
rooms do not become available as soon as they should. TV 
rental agencies complain because premium channels can be 
viewed at no charge since a patient is not yet assigned to 
the room for billing.
To overcome these problems, a housekeeping flag can be 
set for the network. When set, the TV of a discharged 
patient will automatically change its channel map to contain 
only the barker channel. This channel will now display the 
Housekeeping Message. Once the room has been cleaned, the 
housekeeping personnel press the rent button three times to 
indicate that the room is now ready for a new patient.
Once the rent button has been pressed three times, a 
signal is sent to the file server to add this room to the 
list of rooms available. The TV defaults to the Welcome 
Channel (generally a tape informing the new patient of the
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hospital's available services, visiting hours, etc.) until a 
new patient is admitted and a new channel map is loaded.
This feature prevents unauthorized television viewing 
and informs admitting of the room's availability immediately 
as opposed to being informed when a block of rooms become 
available.
Slave and Hold/Release (patient education)
Many states reguire their state hospitals to educate their 
patients on such subjects as post-recovery care, infant care 
for first-time mothers, etc. In most hospitals, this is 
done by wheeling in a cart with a TV/VCR combination and 
having the patient watch from their bed. This method is 
costly, reguires additional personnel, and doesn't allow 
multiple patients to view the same film.
The slave features allow the hospital to initiate 
'forced' viewing by their patients. Any number of patients 
can now view the same film on the pre-existing television, 
eliminating the need for additional TVs, VCRs, or personnel.
At the computer terminal, a list of channels (0-99) are 
displayed. The user selects a channel, and is then prompted 
for a start time. Once the start time is entered, the user 
is prompted for an end time. For example, if "Joe's Heart” 
is scheduled to be played at 2:00pm on channel 53 and lasts 
20 minutes, the user selects 53, 2:00pm, and 2:20pm.
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This information is then sent to the desired television 
sets. The program can be viewed by a single patient or an 
entire group of patients. If all heart patients are to 
watch this film, then every television assigned the 'heart 
condition group' will receive and store this command.
In the above example, when 2:00pm arrives, all sets 
designated to receive this broadcast enter the slave mode.
If the TV is not on, it will power up and tune to channel 
53. If the patient is watching a football game on channel 
22, the TV automatically tunes to channel 53. A message is 
immediately displayed informing the patient about what is 
taking place and at what time the TV will be released (see 
Edit Slave Messages).
At 2:20pm, the TV returns to its original state: If 
the TV was off at 2:00pm, it turns back off. The patient 
who was watching a football game is returned to his/her 
football game on channel 22.
The only difference between "slave & hold" and "slave & 
release" is that the slave-and-release feature allows the 
patient to override the slave command and return to his/her 
football game if desired. The patient in the slave-and-hold 
mode does not have this choice.
Both slave modes' starting and ending times and dates 
are recorded in the TV's memory for future downloads. Up to 
five different slave commands can be sent to a TV per day.
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Release Slave Modes
If the patient who is being forced to watch a patient 
education film becomes irate, this feature allows the 
hospital to override the slave commands and return the TV to 
its normal state.
The user has the option of releasing the current slave 
command or all of the slave commands stored at the TV.
Get Patient Education Printout (patient education)
All education viewing, both voluntary and involuntary, is 
recorded at the patients' television sets. A printout of 
these records is proof that the individual patient has met 
all of the hospital's patient-education requirements. This 
printout is usually made at the time of the patient's 
discharge.
The form of the printout is generally custom tailored 
to the hospital's requirements, but typically consists of 
the patient's name, ID number, room number, and all viewing 
information. A sample printout is located in Appendix C.
Set Up Billing Method (accounting)
Three different methods of billing can be assigned to a 
television:
Pay-per-Minute
Pay-per-View
Pay-per-Day
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In the pay-per-minute mode, the patient sees the 
'Premium Station Warning' message every time he/she tunes to 
a premium station. If the patient rents this station, then 
leaves this station and returns, he/she must re-rent the 
station to continue viewing. All beginning and ending 
rental times are recorded in the TV's memory for future
downloads.
The pay-per-view mode's description must be dictated by 
the hospital. If the hospital specifies that pay-per-view 
means that the patient should be charged one hour at a time, 
then that is how the code will be written. It is not 
currently in use by any hospital.
Pay-per-day is the method that most hospitals choose to 
charge their patients for television usage. Initially, when 
a patient tunes to a premium channel, the 'Premium Channel 
Warning' message is displayed. If the patient rents this 
station, he/she receives all of the channels in that pay 
level until midnight for a single charge. He/she can leave 
the channel and return later without seeing the warning 
message or having to re-rent the station. If the patient 
tunes into the next higher pay level, he/she will once again 
see the warning message until that level is rented.
For example:
Pay level 1: CNN, ESPN, MOVIE CHANNEL
Pay level 2: MTV, VH-1, DISNEY
Pay level 3: HBO, CINIMAX, SHOWTIME
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If a patient rents ESPN, he/she also receives CNN and 
the MOVIE CHANNEL until midnight. If he/she tunes to any 
channel in pay levels 2 or 3, the warning message will be 
displayed. Renting a higher level also rents all lower 
levels of programming. For instance, renting SHOWTIME 
enables all channels listed above, even if the lower two pay
levels were not rented.
Set Up Billing Charges (accounting)
There are three different pay levels available to each TV. 
They are pay levels 1-3 and can be assigned different 
charges. Charges must be set up according to the three 
different methods of billing (see above).
Example:
Pay-per-minute Pay-per-view Pay-per-day
Pay level 1: $0.01 $1.00 $3.95
Pay level 2: $0.02 $2.00 $4.95
Pay level 3: $0.03 $3.00 $5.95
Retrieve Patient Billing (accounting)
All rentals of the premium channels are recorded at the 
patients' television sets. The billing method (pay per 
minute/view/day), premium levels (1-3) viewed, and time 
length of each rental is available for billing printouts. 
This printout is usually made at the time of the patient's 
discharge.
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The form of the printout is generally custom tailored 
to the hospital's requirements, but typically consists of 
the patient's name, ID number, room number, and all rental 
information. Each rental charge is calculated by the type 
of rental and the charges per pay level. The total payment 
due by the patient is summed and placed (usually) near the 
bottom of the printout. A sample printout is located in 
Appendix C.
Clear Billing Log (accounting)
Prior to admitting a new patient, the billing log must be 
cleared. This prevents the new patient from being charged 
for programs rented by the previous patient.
Assign Groups
255 different groups of nodes can be assigned to a Neuron 
Network. Examples of groups include children, senior 
citizens, diabetics, Spanish-speaking patients, or patients 
with blue eyes: designation of a group is entirely up to 
the hospital.
Groups are used to communicate with several nodes at 
once. For instance, if the breakfast menu for diabetics is 
to be transmitted to the television sets, this can be done 
with a single call to the diabetic group, as opposed to 
sending the menu to every single diabetic patient's TV.
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Several of these groups are predefined by the 
Communicator system. Groups 1-15 are designated language 
groups (l=English, 2=Spanish, 3=French, etc.). If a message 
is edited in Spanish and sent to group 2, only the sets 
assigned to the Spanish group will receive this message.
Each TV can be assigned to any 15 of the 255 groups.
For this reason, each department can assign only certain 
group numbers to a patient. This prevents any two 
departments from using the same group number for different 
designations. For example, suppose the kitchen assigns 
group 50 as low-sodium patients, and patient education 
assigns group 50 as maternity patients. If patient 
education forces the maternity group to watch a film on baby 
care, all low-sodium patients will also be forced to watch 
it.
When this feature is called, a 16 by 16 matrix (0-255) 
of group numbers appears on the screen. Unused groups 
(groups not yet assigned to this patient) appear in blue 
blocks, while assigned groups appear in yellow blocks. The 
user's cursor will move only to the block numbers assigned 
to his/her department. If less than 15 groups are assigned 
to this patient, the user may add this patient to a group by 
pressing the Enter key. The patient is removed from a group 
by pressing the Delete key.
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Transfer Patient Information
Patients do not generally remain in the same room for the 
duration for their stay. They may start off in the 
Intensive Care Unit, go to a post-operative observation 
area, and wind up in a 'normal' room for recuperation. 
Regardless of what types of rooms a patient stays in, 
his/her TV information (billing, patient education, etc.) 
must follow when the patient is transferred.
Once a patient's origin and destination are known, the 
information from one TV is retrieved and sent to the other. 
During a patient transfer, all information in the
destination TV is overwritten with the information from the 
origin TV.
Print Group Assignments
Three types of printouts are available:
An individual patient's group assignments
All of the patients in a particular group
Everyone's group assignments
Print TV-to-Room Assignments (maintenance)
This feature prints out a list of every TV (by subnet and 
node) on the system with it's corresponding room number.
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Send Address to Screen (maintenance)
If a TV fails to respond to individual commands, one reason 
could be that the incorrect TV address has been entered into 
the database at the file server. This can happen if a 
maintenance man replaces a defective TV without updating the 
file server with the new TV's address.
If the new TV's address is unknown, it can be obtained 
by using this feature. This feature tells the TV to take 
the subnet, node, and Neuron ID numbers from its memory and 
display them on the screen. The TV can now be properly 
added to the database (but only after removing the old TV's 
address - see Update Domain).
Add TV (maintenance)
This is the feature used to add new television sets to the 
network. The user is prompted for the new set's subnet, 
node, and room assignment.
Precautions were taken to prevent the maintenance 
personnel from assigning the same address to two different 
sets (see Update Domain). If two different sets share the 
same address, they will both respond to any request for 
information from that address (such as billing information).
Once the subnet, node, and room assignment are entered, 
the information is passed to the file server. The file 
server checks to see if the subnet/node assignment is 
already in use, or if the room has already been assigned a
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TV. If either of these conditions exist, the user is 
informed and the information is not entered into the
database.
Remove TV (maintenance)
This feature is used to remove televisions from the file
server's database.
Retrieve TV's Configuration
This feature provides the user with the television set's 
current setup including:
Housekeeping enabled/disabled
Up/down billing true/false
Rent option: active/passive
Program name
Software version number
Compilation date
Query ID (maintenance)
This feature provides the user with a node's Neuron ID and 
Program ID. The Program ID is an 8-byte code stored in the
EPROM at the Wonder Board.
Since the subnet and node must be known to use this 
feature, its only purpose is to identify the type of node 
being addressed. For instance, the Program ID for the clock 
module is CLOCKMOD, the ID for televisions is TVMODULE,
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etc.
Query Status (maintenance)
The feature allows the user to view the node's error 
statistics accumulators, the cause of the last reset, the 
state of the node, the firmware version number, the last 
run-time error logged, and the Neuron chip's model number 
(3120 or 3150).
Update Domain (maintenance)
This feature is used to assign the domain, subnet, and node 
to a Neuron microprocessor. The microprocessor's Neuron ID 
must be known to use this feature and is obtained by using 
the Service Pin Request feature.
Set Node Mode (maintenance)
This feature places the node in an off-line or on-line mode, 
changes the state of the node, or resets the node. For a 
detailed description, see Command 108 in the Protocol 
chapter.
Read Memory (maintenance)
This feature returns any 16 bytes of the node's memory (with 
the exception of the EEPROM). Although it is a very unique 
feature of the Neuron microprocessor, it has found no real 
use (yet) in the Communicator system.
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All pertinent information such as Neuron ID, Program 
ID, group assignments, etc., can be obtained using more 
direct features tailored around these individual requests.
Wink (maintenance)
This feature causes the node to execute the wink clause in 
the application program (if any). It is currently only used 
for prototyping and debugging prior to shipment of the TVs.
CHAPTER IV
THE PROTOCOL
TELEVISION COMMAND SUMMARY
Note: DataPacket is an array(34) of integer. DataPacket(1)
is always the Command Number. Unless otherwise indicated, 
DataPacket(2) is a duplicate of DataPacket(1).
ResponsePacket is an array(34) of integer.
ResponsePacket(18) returns the command number + 10 except in 
the case of network diagnostic/management commands. 
Additional responses are listed for commands which require 
them. Some of the commands require the use of a file 
transfer procedure, which is explained at the end of this 
section.
Command 1: Retrieve viewing information.
DataPacket(3) = 1: Send billing log
DataPacket(3) = 2: Send patient education log
Uses file transfer.
Response 1:
First packet includes total number of logged entries 
and, if billing, the billing style that the TV has been 
assigned (see command 23). Each consecutive packet contains 
up to four logged entries (32 bytes) including the 
following:
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Byte 1: Month 
Byte 2: Date
Byte 3: ChargeLevel (1-3) (ignored if patient 
education)
Byte 4: Channel number 
Byte 5: Hour 
Byte 6: Minute
Byte 7: View time MSB (minutes)
Byte 8: View time LSB (minutes)
Command 2: Clear viewing information.
DataPacket(3) = 1: Clear billing log 
DataPacket(3) = 2: Clear patient education log
Command 3: Reserved
Command 4: Open files (prepare for incoming updated info). 
See file transfer. Overwrites existing information.
DataPacket(3) = 1: Unused
DataPacket(3) = 2: Billing log (used when
transferring a billing log from another TV)
DataPacket(3) = 3: Warning message
DataPacket(3) = 4: Channel map
DataPacket(3) = 5: Slave and Hold message
DataPacket(3) = 6: Slave and Release message
DataPacket(3) = 7: New message
If DataPacket(4) = hex 55, priority message 
DataPacket(3) = 8: Not rentable message
DataPacket(3) = 9: Patient education message
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DataPacket(3) = 10: Preview expired message 
DataPacket(3) = 11: House keeping message 
DataPacket(3) = 12: TV/Pillow speaker instructions 
DataPacket(3) = 13: Patient education log (transfers
patient education log from another TV)
DataPacket(3) = 14: Reserved
DataPacket(3) = 15: Meal menu
DataPacket(4) = 1: Today's breakfast menu
DataPacket(4) = 2: Today's lunch menu
DataPacket(4) = 3: Today's dinner menu
DataPacket(4) = 4: Snack menu
DataPacket(4) = 5: Tomorrow's breakfast menu
DataPacket(4) = 6: Tomorrow's lunch menu
DataPacket(4) = 7: Tomorrow's dinner menu
DataPacket(3) = 16: Reserved
DataPacket(3) = 17: Survey/Complaint files
DataPacket(4) = 1: Survey 1
DataPacket(4) = 2: Survey 2
DataPacket(4) = 3: Survey 3
DataPacket(4) = 4: Survey 4
DataPacket(4) = 5: Complaint
DataPacket(3) = 18: Survey selection screen
DataPacket(3) = 19: Timed message
DataPacket(4) = Priority
DataPacket(5) = Language code (see command 8)
DataPacket(6) = Hour to start
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DataPacket(7) = Minute to start
DataPacket(8) = Repeat timer (in hours) 
DataPacket(9) = Number of time to repeat
DataPacket(3) = 20: Reserved
DataPacket(3) = 21: Reserved
DataPacket(3) = 22: Patient services screen
DataPacket(3) = 23: Meal selector screen
Response 4:
14: Success
100: Failure - file handle not available
104: Failure - incorrect language code
Command 5: Add timed slave mode
DataPacket(3) = Channel number to tune to 
DataPacket(4) = Hour to slave TV 
DataPacket(5) = Minute to slave TV 
DataPacket(6) = Hour to release TV 
DataPacket(7) = Minute to release TV 
DataPacket(8) = Slave type
0 = Slave and release
1 = Slave and hold
2 = Survey/Meal
DataPacket(9) = Survey/Meal number
1 = Survey 1
2 = Survey 2
3 = Survey 3
4 = Survey 4
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5 = Survey 5
6 = Today's breakfast
7 = Today's lunch
8 = Today's dinner
9 = Snack
10 = Tomorrow's breakfast
11 = Tomorrow's lunch
12 = Tomorrow's dinner
Response 5:
ResponsePacket(18) = 15: Success
ResponsePacket(18) = 105 Failure - out of slave
memory
Command 6: Reserved
Command 7: Send TV's address (subnet and node) to screen
Command 8: Assign language code
DataPacket(3) = 1: English
DataPacket(3) = 2: Spanish
DataPacket(3) = 3: French
DataPacket(3) = 4: Italian
DataPacket(3) = 5: German
DataPacket(3) = 6: Russian
DataPacket(3) = 7: Greek
DataPacket(3) = 8: Hebrew
DataPacket(3) = 9: Arabic
DataPacket(3) = 10: Portuguese
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DataPacket(3) = 11: Japanese
DataPacket(3) = 12: Korean
DataPacket(3) = 13: Chinese
DataPacket(3) = 14: Option 1
DataPacket(3) = 15: Option 2
Command 9: Reserved
Command 10: Update system time (clock module to TVs)
DataPacket(3) = Hour (0-23)
DataPacket(4) = Minute (0-59)
DataPacket(5) = Month (1-12)
DataPacket(6) = Date (1-31)
DataPacket(7) = Year (2 digit)
DataPacket(8) = Day (1-7, 1 = Monday)
Command 11-15: Reserved
Command 16: Assign barker channels
DataPacket(3) = Blank channel (blue background) 
DataPacket(4) = Welcome channel
Command 17: Configure boolean flags
DataPacket(3) = 1: Housekeeping feature enabled
DataPacket(3) = 2: Housekeeping feature disabled
DataPacket(3) = 3: Countdown billing enabled
DataPacket(4) = Shutoff month
DataPacket(5) = Shutoff date
DataPacket(6) = Shutoff year
DataPacket(7) = Shutoff hour
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DataPacket(8) = Shutoff minute 
DataPacket(3) = 4: Countdown billing disabled 
DataPacket(3) = 5: Passive buy enabled 
DataPacket(3) = 6: Passive buy disabled
Command 18: Reserved
Command 19: Set free preview time
DataPacket(3) = Preview time in minutes (1-20)
Command 20-22: Reserved
Command 23: Set rental method
DataPacket(3) = 1: Pay per minute
DataPacket(3) = 2: Pay per view (currently not used) 
DataPacket(3) = 3: Pay per day
Response 23:
ResponsePacket(18) = 33: Success
ResponsePacket(18) = 133: Failure - Billing log must be 
cleared before rental method is changed.
Command 24: Release slave mode
DataPacket(3) = hex AA: Clear all slaves 
DataPacket(3) = hex AF: Clear all timed messages 
DataPacket(4) = anything else: Release current slave
mode
Command 25: Reserved
Command 26: Release file handles
(last command in a file transfer)
Response 26:
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ResponsePacket(18) = 36: Success 
ResponsePacket(19) = Last packet number received
Command 27: Clear survey selections 
DataPacket(3) = Survey number
Command 28: File data packet (used in file transfer) 
DataPacket(2) = Packet number 
DataPacket(3-32) = new data
Note: every sixth packet and last packet request a
response
Response 28:
ResponsePacket(18) = 38: Success
ResponsePacket(19) = Number of last consecutive packet 
received.
Command 29-35: Reserved
Command 36: Clear meal selections
DataPacket(3) = 1: For today's breakfast 
DataPacket(3) = 2: For today's lunch 
DataPacket(3) = 3: For today's dinner 
DataPacket(3) = 4: For snacks 
DataPacket(3) = 5: For tomorrow's breakfast 
DataPacket(3) = 6: For tomorrow's lunch 
DataPacket(3) = 7: For tomorrow's dinner
Command 37: Slave TV to meal selection screen
DataPacket(3) =1: To today's breakfast menu 
DataPacket(3) =2: To today's lunch menu 
DataPacket(3) =3: To today's dinner menu
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DataPacket(3) =4: To snack menu
DataPacket(3) =5: To tomorrow's breakfast menu
DataPacket(3) =6: To tomorrow's lunch menu
DataPacket(3) =7: To tomorrow's dinner menu 
Command 38: Retrieve meal selections
Used file transfer.
DataPacket(3) = 1: For today's breakfast
DataPacket(3) = 2: For today's lunch
DataPacket(3) = 3: For today's dinner
DataPacket(3) = 4: For snacks
DataPacket(3) = 5: For tomorrow's breakfast
DataPacket(3) = 6: For tomorrow's lunch
DataPacket(3) = 7: For tomorrow's dinner 
Response 38:
The maximum menu length is 15 screens. The maximum 
number of selections per screen is 8. Each selection can be 
skipped, ordered once, or ordered twice. Therefore, each 
screen can be accounted for with 2 bytes. The entire meal 
(30 bytes) can be sent in one packet. Byte one indicates 
the items selected once from page 1, byte two indicates the 
items selected twice from page 1, byte three indicates the 
items selected once from page 2, etc.
Command 39: Retrieve survey selections
DataPacket(3) = Survey number
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Response 39:
Up to 15 bytes, each one representing the selection per 
page. Example: Byte one indicates selections made on page 
1, byte two indicates selections made on page 2, etc.
Command 40: Send complaint selections (TV to printer SLTA)
DataPacket(3) =0
DataPacket(4-18) = screen selections 
Command 41: Cancel survey (knock patient off survey 
channel)
DataPacket(3) = Survey number
Command 42: Reserved
Command 43: Retrieve TV information
Response 43:
Program name (8 bytes ASCII)
Version number
Compilation date
Program options
M - Matrix keypad
I = IR codes
N = No channel display 
A = A/D converter
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Network Diagnostic/Management commands:
Command 81: Query status 
Response 81:
ResponsePacket(18) = 17: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 49: Success 
ResponsePacket(19) = Transmission errors MSB 
ResponsePacket(20) = Transmission errors LSB 
ResponsePacket(21) = Transaction timeouts MSB 
ResponsePacket(22) = Transaction timeouts LSB 
ResponsePacket(23) = Received transaction full errors
MSB
ResponsePacket(24) = Received transaction full errors
LSB
ResponsePacket(25) = Lost messages MSB 
ResponsePacket(26) = Lost messages LSB 
ResponsePacket(27) = Missed messages MSB 
ResponsePacket(28) = Missed messages LSB 
ResponsePacket(29) = Last reset cause
00000000 = Cleared
XXX10100 = Software reset
XXXX1100 = Watchdog reset
XXXXXX10 = External reset
XXXXXXX1 = Power up reset
X = don't care
ResponsePacket(30) = Node state
2 = Unconfigured, but with an application
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3 = Applicationless and unconfigured
4 « Configured, online
6 = Configured, hard off-line
12 == Configured, soft off-line
140 == Configured, bypass off-line
ResponsePacket(31) = Version number
ResponsePacket(32) = Last run-time error logged
0 ■■= No error
129 == Bad event
130 == Network Variable length mismatch
131 == Network Variable message too short
132 == EEPROM write fail
133 == Bad address type
134 == Preemption mode timeout
135 == Already preempted
136 == Sync Network Variable update lost
137 == Invalid response allocation
138 == Invalid domain
139 == Read past end of message
140 == Write past end of message
141 == Invalid address table index
142 == Incomplete message
143 == NV update on output NV
144 == No message available
145 == Illegal send
146 = Unknown PDU
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147 = Invalid network variable index
148 = Divide by zero
149 = Invalid application error
150 = Memory allocation failure
151 = Write past end of net buffer
152 = Application checksum error
153 = Configuration checksum error
154 = Invalid transceiver register address
155 = Transceiver register timeout
156 = Write past end of application buffer
157 = 10 ready
158 = Self test failed
159 = Subnet router
160 = Authentication mismatch
161 = Self installation semaphore set
162 = Read/Write semaphore set
163 = Application signature bad
164 = Router firmware version mismatch
ResponsePacket(33) = model number
0 = 3150 Neuron
1 = 3120 Neuron
Command 82 **96: Not used
Command 97: Query ID
DataPacket(2) = Node type
0 = unconfigured
1 = selected
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2 = selected, but unconfigured
Response 97:
ResponsePacket(18) = 1: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 33: Success
ResponsePacket(19) = Neuron ID #1
ResponsePacket(20) = Neuron ID #2
ResponsePacket(21) = Neuron ID #3
ResponsePacket(22) = Neuron ID #4
ResponsePacket(23) = Neuron ID #5
ResponsePacket(24) = Neuron ID #6
ResponsePacket(25-32) = Program name 
Command 98: Respond to Query
This command selects or deselects a node to respond to 
a Query ID command. Resetting the node clears the 
selection.
DataPacket(2) = Respond flag 
0 = Don't respond 
1 = Respond
Response 98:
ResponsePacket(18) = 2: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 34: Success
Command 99: Update Domain
This command is used to assign a domain, subnet, and 
node identifier to a node.
DataPacket(2) = 128 * Domain
DataPacket(3) =0
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DataPacket(4) = 0
DataPacket(5) = 0
DataPacket(6) = 0
DataPacket(7) = 0
DataPacket(8) = 0
DataPacket(9) = Subnet
DataPacket(10) = Node ORed with 128
DataPacket(11) = 0
DataPacket(12) = 255
DataPacket(13) = 255
DataPacket(14) = 255
DataPacket(15) = 255
DataPacket(16) = 255
DataPacket(17) = 255
Response 99:
ResponsePacket(18) = 3: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 35: Success
Command 100-101: Not used
Command 102: Update address
This command is used to add a node to a group.
DataPacket(2) =: Address table to update (0-14)
DataPacket(3) =: Group size (2-64) ORed with 128
DataPacket(4) == Member number (0-63)
DataPacket(5) =! Repeat/Retry timers
DataPacket(6) =' Receive/Transmit timers
DataPacket(7) => Group number (0-255)
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Response 102:
ResponsePacket(18) = 6: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 38: Success
Command 103: Query address
DataPacket(2) = Address table (0-14)
Response 103:
ResponsePacket(18) = 7: Failure 
ResponsePacket(18) = 39: Success 
ResponsePacket(19) AND $7F = Group size 
ResponsePacket(20) AND $7F = Member number 
ResponsePacket(21) SHR 4 = Repeat timer
ResponsePacket(21) AND $0F = Retry timer 
ResponsePacket(22) SHR 4 = Receive timer
ResponsePacket(22) AND $0F = Transmit timer 
ResponsePacket(23) = Group number
Command 104-107: Not used
Command 108: Set node mode
DataPacket(2) = mode
0 = Application offline
1 = Application online
2 = Application reset
3 = Change state
DataPacket(3) = node state (used only when mode
2 = Application, but unconfigured
3 = No application, unconfigured
4 = Configured, online
= 3)
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6 = Configured, offline
12 = Soft offline
Response 108:
ResponsePacket(18) = 12: Failure
ResponsePacket(18) = 44: Success 
Command 109: Read memory
DataPacket(2) = Read type
0 = Absolute ($0000-$FFFF)
1 = Read only relative ($F000-$F023)
2 = Config relative ($F024-$FFFF)
DataPacket(3) = Most significant byte of offset
DataPacket(4) = Least significant byte of offset
DataPacket(5) = Number of bytes to read (1-16)
Response 109:
ResponsePacket(18) = 13: Failure
ResponsePacket(18) = 45: Success
ResponsePacket(19-34) = Memory bytes
Command lio-lll: Not used
Command 112: Wink
This command is used only for testing. It causes the 
receiving node to execute the wink clause in the application 
program (if any).
DataPacket(2) =0
Response 112: None. Cannot be delivered by
Request/Response.
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APPENDIX B
COMMAND PACKET FORMAT
Byte 1 Packet Length
Total number of bytes minus the checksum
Byte 2 One's compliment of Packet Length
Byte 3 Network Interface Command ORed with Buffer Queue
Value
Network Interface Commands:
niCOMM (hex 10): used to both request an
output buffer and to send an output buffer to the SLTA. It 
is also used to pass completion events to the host.
niRESET (hex 50): this code is sent uplink 
whenever the network interface has executed a hardware or 
software reset. When this code is sent downlink, the 
network interface resets immediately.
niFLUSH_CANCEL (hex 60): cancels any flush 
operations posted within the SLTA.
niFLUSH_COMPLETE (hex 60): this command 
informs the host that the FLUSH operation is complete.
niONLINE (hex 70): places the SLTA in the
online state.
niOFFLINE (hex 80): places the SLTA in the
offline state.
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niFLUSH (hex 90): places the SLTA in the
flush state.
niFLUSH_IGN (hex AO): places the SLTA in the 
flush, ignore communications state.
niACK (hex CO): this command is sent uplink 
(from the SLTA) following a buffer queue request when a 
buffer becomes available.
niNACK (hex Cl): this command is sent uplink 
immediately following a buffer queue request if there are no 
buffers available at the SLTA.
niSLEEP (hex BO): forces the SLTA to enter 
the sleep state. The EIA-232 transceivers are disabled, the 
UART clock is shut down, and the Neuron Chip enters the 
sleep state. Network activity will not wake up the node. 
Only depressing the service pin or sending a downlink 
transaction to the SLTA will awaken the Neuron Chip.
Buffer Queue Values:
niTQ (hex 02): use the transaction queue.
The transaction queue is for all transaction-oriented 
outgoing data packets. Packets are sent in the same order 
as they are queued. Because only one such transaction may 
be outstanding at a time, another packet will not be sent 
from this queue until all acknowledgements for the previous 
packet are received.
niRESPONSE (hex 06): response packet queue.
This queue contains any received packets which was addressed
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to the
type.
Byte 4
SLTA and whose code was an application or foreign
Message Header Line 1
0 J Service TypejOXXXX X = don't care 
Service Type:
00 Unused
01 Unacknowledged repeated service
10 Unacknowledged service
11 Request/Response service
Byte 5 Message Header Line 2
00jCompletion Codej000jResponse 
Completion Code
00 Not a completion event 
01 Successful completion event 
10 Failed completion event
Byte 6
Byte 7
Response
0 Not a response 
1 Response
Length of Data Field
See Data Field below
Format
1 To an individual node
2 By Neuron ID (individual node)
3 Broadcast call
128 To a group
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Bytes 8-17 Address Fields
Format Type:
Node Neuron ID Group Broadcast
Byte 8 Node 0 Member 0
Byte 9 (All) Repeat timer [ Number of retries
Byte 10 (All) 0000 [ Transaction retry timer
The following settings are for the Repeat and
Transaction Retry timers:
Value Time (ms)
0 16
1 24
2 32
3 48
4 64
5 96
6 128
7 192
8 256
9 384
10 512
11 768
12 1024
13 1536
14 2048
15 3072
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Byte 11 Subnet Subnet Group Subnet
Byte 12 0 ID #1 0 0
Byte 13 0 ID #2 0 0
Byte 14 0 ID #3 0 0
Byte 15 0 ID #4 0 0
Byte 16 0 ID #5 0 0
Byte 17 0 ID #6 0 0
Byte 18 Beginning of Data Field
Length of data field varies depending on command. 
First byte is always the command byte.
Second byte is identical to first except for
network management commands.
Date field never exceeds 32 bytes
Final Byte Two's Compliment of Checksum (for entire 
packet)
RESPONSE PACKET FORMAT
Byte 1 Packet Length
Total number of bytes minus the checksum
Byte 2 One's compliment of Packet Length
Byte 3 niCOMM ORed with niTQ
Byte 4 Message Header Line 1
EO = Request/Response service
Byte 5 Message Header Line 2
01 - Not a completion event, but a response
Byte 6 Length of Data Field
02
Byte 7 Format
00
Byte 8 Source Subnet
Byte 9 Source Mode ORed with hex 80
Byte 10 Destination Subnet
Byte 11 Destination Node ORed with hex 80
Bytes 12-17 0
Byte 18 Command Byte Received
Byte 19 Busy Byte
0 = not busy 
1 = busy
Byte 20 Two's Compliment of Checksum (for entire packet)
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APPENDIX C
Television billing for:
Patient: Joseph A. Smith
Address: 1234 Elm Street
Springfield, USA
Room: 227-A
Billing: Pay per minute
Date Chan Start
time
End
time
Total
time
Billing
level
Charge 
(/minu-
Total
te)
11-29-93 16 10:16am 10:59am 0:43 LI 0.02 0.86
11-29-93 29 2:01pm 3:29pm 1:28 L3 0.04 3.52
11-30-93 5 9:15am 11:03am 1:48 L2 0.03 3.24
12-01-93 43 10:49pm 1:01am 2:12 LI 0.02 2.64
Total $10.26
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Television billing for:
Patient: Joseph A. Smith
Address: 1234 Elm Street
Springfield, USA
Room: 227-A
Billing: Pay per day
Date Channel Start
time
Billing
level
Charge
(/day)
11-28-93 16 10:16am LI 4.95
11-29-93 29 2:01pm L3 6.95
11-30-93 5 9:15am L2 5.95
12-01-93 43 10:49pm LI 4.95
Total $22.80
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Patient Education viewed by:
Patient: Joseph A. Smith
Address: 1234 Elm Street
Springfield, USA
Room: 227-A
Date Channel Start
time
End
time
Program
11-29-93 50 1:00pm 1:3 0pm Joe's Heart
11-30-93 50 8:00am 9:00am Joe's Lung
12-01-93 52 11:15am 12:00pm Post Operative Care
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Patient Survey by:
Patient: Joseph A. Smith
Address: 1234 Elm Street
Springfield, USA
Room: 227-A
The patient provided the following responses: Yes No
Did we register you quickly and politely? X
Was your room clean? X
Was the food good? X
Were we courteous/helpful to you and your visitors? X
Did we tell you what you needed to know to take care of 
yourself after you went home? X
Is the staff well-trained and qualified? X
Are you satisfied with the treatment you received? X
Would you recommend our hospital to a friend? X
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PATIENT DISCHARGE SURVEY
PATIENT: JOSEPH A. SMITH
ADDRESS: 1234 ELM STREET
ANYTONN/ USA
ROOM NO: 104-A
ADMITTED: 4-01-93
DISCHARGED: 4-04-93
PATIENT RESPONSES TO SURVEY: VERY VERY
POOR POOR FAIR GOOD GOOD
ADMISSIONS
SPEED OF THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS....... X
COURTESY OF ADMISSIONS PERSONNEL..... X
OVERALL CARE YOU RECEIVED IN THE
EMERGENCY ROOM (IF ADMITTED THROUGH
THE E.R.)............................... X
YOUR PHYSICIAN
AMOUNT OF TIME YOUR PHYSICIAN
SPENT WITH YOU......................... X
PHYSICIAN'S CONCERN FOR YOUR
QUESTIONS AND WORRIES................. X
HOW WELL THE PHYSICIAN KEPT YOU
INFORMED ABOUT TREATMENTS............. X
HOW INFORMATIVE PHYSICIAN WAS IN
DEALING WITH YOUR FAMILY.............. X
OVERALL RATING OF CONSULTING PHYSICIAN
PHYSICIAN INVOLVED IN YOUR CARE...... X
DISCHARGE
HOSPITAL'S CONCERN NOT TO DISCHARGE YOU
YOU TOO SOON............................ X
SPEED OF THE DISCHARGE PROCESS AFTER
YOU WERE TOLD YOU COULD GO HOME........ X
ASSISTANCE YOU RECEIVED FROM SOCIAL
SERVICES IN PLANNING FOR YOUR DISCHARGE
(HOME CARE SERVICES, EQUIPMENT, ETC)... X
APPENDIX D
FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
File transfers are used when the total number of bytes 
to transmit exceeds the maximum number of data bytes 
available to the data field (32).
Step 1: Send Command 4 (open file) by Request/Response 
If response from TV indicates 'not busy', then
Step 2: Send Command 28 (information with packet number) 
Every sixth packet is sent Request/Response.
Every other packet is sent Unacknowledged.
Last packet is sent Request/Response.
The receiver keeps track of packet numbers. If a
packet number is skipped, all further packets are discarded 
Last packet received is sent back with response. Sender 
then retransmits missed packets.
Step 3: Send Command 26 (release file handle)
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